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Baguazhang circle walking was created from older meditative practise to upgrade movement
and martial skill. I wrote this book as a guide to save on confusion, and show you can use this
elegant method for changing and building your body, your 'integrated power' and also for deep
calm and states of flow.Baguazhang is hypnotically beautiful but also the least well understood
internal martial art due to its unusual training methods. As a result there are all kinds of authors
who capitalise on the misunderstood nature of the art by adding layers of mystery to distract
from the core of the method.This compact book takes the opposite approach. It focuses the keys
to circle walking, the postures and mindset which to develop body power, health, martial mobility
and meditative clarity.This book gives simple, clear instructions which are pared down to the
essentials. It uses classical Chinese verses about Bagua as its core, and is illustrated to show
footwork patterns and postural principles. This book is written to save you time and headaches
so that you can progress in your practise.This book will also help you to see the practical sense
hidden in other Chinese books and methods.Warning: this book will not teach killer techniques,
or make you a deadly fighter with the power kill through mysterious internal power. It will be a
useful addition to your collection if you already practise some style of Kung fu, Tai chi, Aikido or
are interested in tested methods of meditation and body development.About the Author: Edward
Hines started his practice of Baguazhang in 1991 in Taiwan Republic of China. He is currently
based in Paris, France.

Praise for a previously published edition:"A handy new guidebook close to home."--Potomac
ReviewAbout the AuthorPaul Elliott, a writer and editor by profession, relishes exploring the
Washington, DC metro area on foot; devising new hikes and modifying traditional ones in both
the city and wilderness; and leading group outings as a volunteer leader for the Appalachian
Mountain Club, Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, and Sierra Club. He resides in Alexandria,
Virginia.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.For a short and exotic urban
hike that's wonderfully non-urban, visit Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens and Park, on the Anacostia
River near the Prince George's County line. There you'll find gorgeous water-lily ponds, a plant-
and-wildlife-rich tidal marsh, wildflower-infested woodlands, and a lovely air of serenity.As the
only National Park Service (NPS) unit devoted to aquatic plants, the park is an intriguing blend of
garden and mini-wilderness. Water lilies from several continents fill a 12-acre area of diked
ponds (the garden part). Cattails, sedges, American lotus, wild rice and other mostly native
plants flourish in the 50-acre marsh and adjoining woods (the wilderness area).This 2.5-mile
hike covers both the gardens and woods. The first leg is a brisk out-and-back excursion of 1.5
miles on a woodland trail. The second leg is a stroll through about half of the lily-pond area. The
third is an out-and-back trip on a boardwalk that goes deep into the marsh (take binoculars). The



fourth covers the rest of the pond area.In planning a trip to Kenilworth, remember that the water-
lily blooming season lasts from May until September, with color lingering into November. The
hardy lilies, which stay outside year-round, have blooms that open during the day and are at
their peak in June and July. The lotuses and other tropical lilies, which winter in greenhouses,
are at their flowering best in July and August. They include both day bloomers and night
bloomers. On a morning visit, you'll see-and smell-the day bloomers as they open and the night
bloomers before they close. Remember, too, that the park can be glorious at just about any time
of year. I especially recommend using an early morning in winter to watch the sun rise over the
marsh and its waterfowl.Read more
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A short guide toBagua circle walkingby Edward HinesCopyright © 2015 Edward
HinesDisclaimerI have included the following paragraphs as a sad necessity of our times, to
which I reluctantly bow. Responsibility for your own actions should be a given.The techniques,
ideas, and suggestions in this book are not intended as a substitute for proper medical advice.
Martial arts and other forms of exercise can be dangerous, especially if performed without
proper pre-exercise evaluation, competent instruction and personal supervision from a qualified
fitness professional.Always consult your physician or health care professional before performing
any new exercise, exercise technique or beginning any new diet—particularly if you are
pregnant, nursing, elderly, or if you have any chronic or recurring conditions.Any application of
the techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document is at the reader’s sole discretion and
risk.The editors, authors and publishers of this book are not liable or responsible to any person
or entity for any errors contained in this book, or for any special, incidental, or consequential
damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the information contained
within.DedicationTo Alan, who knew the meaning of dedication.Other books by Edward
HinesComing soon:Single palm change – a guide to Baguazhang’s key movementThe book of
Baguazhang basics – big, beautiful and bulshit–freeThe applied circles of BaguazhangTable of
ContentsIntroduction 1About circle walking 3The structure of this book
7The challenge of Chinese martial arts books 8What you will not find in this book
11Body use in circle walking 14Breath 16The head 19The torso
22The hips 27The knees 29The feet 30The arms 35Stepping
methods 39Single Palm Change 53Ways to practice 65Conclusion:
Walking in a vacuum 74About the author 76Website 78Glossary of
Chinese 79Links 82Other books by Edward Hines 83IntroductionCircle
walking has been a part of my life since I first met Luo Dexiu in Taiwan over 24 years ago. Circle
walking has been a riddle, a comfort, a source of strength, of calm, a burden, a joy and many
other things. I cannot say that I have never missed a day in that time. I’ve missed quite a lot of
days. But I’ve always come back, and there has always been more waiting for me.When I started
Baguazhang there was little written or video material available on the subject. Much of it was
misleading one way or another, too mystical, too vague, too promotional. These days there is a
lot more information readily available.However more is not always good. Yes I’m fully aware of
the irony of me adding to that more. I want to write a short and practical book a little in the spirit
of a sanda classmate of mine who said of the Taiji classics ‘People read all kinds of mystical stuff
into the Taiji classics, I prefer to think of them more as a manual, like a manual for driving a car.’In
this book I use the words Bagua and Baguazhang interchangeably. I realise that without context
this is not entirely correct, however it matches my spoken usage and has not caused confusion
as far as I know.About circle walkingCircle walking is the core practice of Baguazhang. It is not
the only practice, and you cannot get everything from it as some teachers might suggest.



However since it is really key to so many aspects of Baguazhang it’s a good idea to be clear
about how to practise.What makes Baguazhang special, in relation to many preceding Asian
martial arts is that it is based on natural human locomotion. Most Asian martial arts put a lot of
emphasis on fixed stances, bu, though experienced martial artists understand that it is the
transition into the stance that gives the stance function (and the Chinese character for step and
stance are the same).In Baguazhang the emphasis is much more in the transitions than the fixed
shapes.Everyone knows how to walk, right? Well more or less, and Baguazhang goes deeply
into the conscious exploration of walking to develop valued qualities.What circle walking can do
for you:Provide a centering, calming, refreshing moving meditationImprove body awareness,
posture, balance and agilityStrengthen your legs, aspects of mobility and improve your
balanceDevelop your martial powerExplore strategic and tactical movementCreate a sense of
‘ownership’ of the space around the bodyWhat makes circle walking so appealing once you
have developed it as a skill is the feeling of flow, the ability to remain increasingly stable in
motion, to be both solid and sensitive, of being simultaneously unstoppable and able to change
fluidly.Another important aspect of circle walking as exercise is that it combines what are often
contradictory elements–calmness and activity. For the body to maximise its natural healing
abilities it needs to be calm. Another important component of healing you is circulation of blood
and lymph, and these circulations are stimulated by the act of walking.Of course this takes
practise, and it can be a demanding practise. Circle walking requires mobility through the joints
of the legs, strength, balance and control. Fortunately it also develops these qualities.While it
may be useful for many people to do some prior work before beginning to circle walk, the
approach I want offer here is starting easy, and gradually adding in difficulty.What circle walking
includesWeight transfer, weight transfer, weight transferCircle walking is moving in a straight line
(ok a curved one)Circle walking is changing directionsCircle walking is kicking, trapping and
throwingA useful l rule to remember when you practise is that you can't do it all at once, at least
to start.Practice is the gradual layering in of different qualities and abilities. To start with pick a
single quality or ability and focus on it, until it becomes largely automatic.Practice can be more
than just the development of physical skills and qualities. You might ask how can it not be more?
When you start to circle walk, you are training mental or emotional qualities in a very real way.
You are also tracing a shape that is held in reverence by many traditions the world over, a shape
that has metaphoric as well as geometric qualities.How and whether you choose to engage with
these other meanings of circle walking is a personal choice. The emphasis in this book is as
concretely on the physical, though that does not mean that is all there is.Pay more attention to
quality than volume of practice. The quality of your practice is determined by your ability to focus
on what matters.Knowing what matters is a different challenge. It is usually the role of the
teacher to help you find the most useful focus, and there is no real replacement to a live teacher.
Still I will do my best in this book to help you determine what you need to focus on.The structure
of this bookThis book has a number of distinct sections. Many of these refer to Gao Yisheng’s
writings on Baguazhang.The first describes the general body requirements of circle walking,



from head to toe, from inside to outside.The next section illustrates the most important hand and
body positions that you can use for circle walking.The third section outlines different ways to
structure your practice. It includes a logical order of development, images and partner
exercises.Read over the book, use it as a reference, and most importantly apply it to your
practise.This book does not go into palm changes or the use of Baguazhang as a martial art. I
refer you to my other books, and my website if you want further instruction on these aspects of
Baguazhang.The challenge of Chinese martial arts booksChinese martial arts books have
certain common characteristics, that relate to their culture and subculture of origin. Chinese
culture reveres the old, Chinese martial arts culture tends to hide what is important, and finally
Chinese martial artists do not like to lose face.Concretely this means that when a writing, a rule
or idea is embedded in the culture it is rarely questioned. In Chinese martial arts certain verses
of explanation have become embedded. The original meaning can be lost, but the parroted
phrase is explained to fit the understanding of generations that have not quite 'got it.'The speed
of distortion is doubled when you throw in western and new age attempts to fit what are
essentially tips on body control into a swirled qis (rather than whirled peas) cosmic
perspective.Most often the phrases can be understood in simple terms. Often there are
redundancies. Redundancies have three main sources. The first is this 'I'm going to repeat this
because it's important and you probably won't get it first time, or the second, or the third…'The
second is 'Hey, that school uses these classic verses, we better had too or we'll be seen as
ignorant.'The third is that teachers sometimes charge by the line. I mean that literally, many
teachers in the past charged per line of song, with accompanying technique/explanation. Not so
different from charging by the form. This also goes some way to explaining the proliferation of
forms in many Chinese martial arts schools.By using Gao Yisheng's writings as a guide for this
book I have gone some way towards falling into the 'the others all talk about this I better had too'
trap. I hope that I do it in a down to earth enough way that you will not waste too much time
getting lost in esoterica.Here is a standard for you to consider next time you read a Bagua book
and feel confused or insecure due to lack of understanding. Ask yourself if the writer trying to
explain, or to create and maintain a sense of superiority?Of course there are things that you do
not understand yet, however this is a physical art and explanations can be graspable. Each
graspable instruction can provide a firmness that allows you to explore and map the emptiness
around it.I have a great deal to thank my teacher Luo Dexiu for. He sets a fine example for lucid
and demonstrable explanations.What you will not find inthis bookSome people will buy this book
looking for certain pieces of information that they will not find. I’ll divide these ‘missing pieces’
into two categories.A short guide toBagua circle walkingby Edward HinesCopyright © 2015
Edward HinesA short guide to Bagua circle walkingby Edward HinesCopyright © 2015 Edward
HinesISBN 1519250312DisclaimerI have included the following paragraphs as a sad necessity
of our times, to which I reluctantly bow. Responsibility for your own actions should be a
given.The techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this book are not intended as a substitute for
proper medical advice. Martial arts and other forms of exercise can be dangerous, especially if



performed without proper pre-exercise evaluation, competent instruction and personal
supervision from a qualified fitness professional.Always consult your physician or health care
professional before performing any new exercise, exercise technique or beginning any new diet
—particularly if you are pregnant, nursing, elderly, or if you have any chronic or recurring
conditions.Any application of the techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document is at the
reader’s sole discretion and risk.The editors, authors and publishers of this book are not liable or
responsible to any person or entity for any errors contained in this book, or for any special,
incidental, or consequential damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the
information contained within.Disclaimer I have included the following paragraphs as a sad
necessity of our times, to which I reluctantly bow. Responsibility for your own actions should be a
given.The techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this book are not intended as a substitute for
proper medical advice. Martial arts and other forms of exercise can be dangerous, especially if
performed without proper pre-exercise evaluation, competent instruction and personal
supervision from a qualified fitness professional.Always consult your physician or health care
professional before performing any new exercise, exercise technique or beginning any new diet
—particularly if you are pregnant, nursing, elderly, or if you have any chronic or recurring
conditions.Any application of the techniques, ideas, and suggestions in this document is at the
reader’s sole discretion and risk.The editors, authors and publishers of this book are not liable or
responsible to any person or entity for any errors contained in this book, or for any special,
incidental, or consequential damage caused or alleged to be caused directly or indirectly by the
information contained within.DedicationTo Alan, who knew the meaning of
dedication.DedicationTo Alan, who knew the meaning of dedication.Other books by Edward
HinesComing soon:Single palm change – a guide to Baguazhang’s key movementThe book of
Baguazhang basics – big, beautiful and bulshit–freeThe applied circles of BaguazhangOther
books by Edward HinesComing soon:Single palm change – a guide to Baguazhang’s key
movementThe book of Baguazhang basics – big, beautiful and bulshit–freeThe applied circles of
BaguazhangTable of ContentsIntroduction 1About circle walking 3The structure
of this book 7The challenge of Chinese martial arts books 8What you will not find
in this book 11Body use in circle walking 14Breath 16The head
19The torso 22The hips 27The knees 29The feet 30The arms
35Stepping methods 39Single Palm Change 53Ways to practice
65Conclusion: Walking in a vacuum 74About the author 76Website
78Glossary of Chinese 79Links 82Other books by Edward Hines 83Table
of ContentsIntroduction 1About circle walking 3The structure of this book
7The challenge of Chinese martial arts books 8What you will not find in this book
11Body use in circle walking 14Breath 16The head 19The torso
22The hips 27The knees 29The feet 30The arms 35Stepping
methods 39Single Palm Change 53Ways to practice 65Conclusion:
Walking in a vacuum 74About the author 76Website 78Glossary of



Chinese 79Links 82Other books by Edward Hines 83IntroductionCircle
walking has been a part of my life since I first met Luo Dexiu in Taiwan over 24 years ago. Circle
walking has been a riddle, a comfort, a source of strength, of calm, a burden, a joy and many
other things. I cannot say that I have never missed a day in that time. I’ve missed quite a lot of
days. But I’ve always come back, and there has always been more waiting for me.When I started
Baguazhang there was little written or video material available on the subject. Much of it was
misleading one way or another, too mystical, too vague, too promotional. These days there is a
lot more information readily available.However more is not always good. Yes I’m fully aware of
the irony of me adding to that more. I want to write a short and practical book a little in the spirit
of a sanda classmate of mine who said of the Taiji classics ‘People read all kinds of mystical stuff
into the Taiji classics, I prefer to think of them more as a manual, like a manual for driving a car.’In
this book I use the words Bagua and Baguazhang interchangeably. I realise that without context
this is not entirely correct, however it matches my spoken usage and has not caused confusion
as far as I know.IntroductionCircle walking has been a part of my life since I first met Luo Dexiu in
Taiwan over 24 years ago. Circle walking has been a riddle, a comfort, a source of strength, of
calm, a burden, a joy and many other things. I cannot say that I have never missed a day in that
time. I’ve missed quite a lot of days. But I’ve always come back, and there has always been more
waiting for me.When I started Baguazhang there was little written or video material available on
the subject. Much of it was misleading one way or another, too mystical, too vague, too
promotional. These days there is a lot more information readily available.However more is not
always good. Yes I’m fully aware of the irony of me adding to that more. I want to write a short
and practical book a little in the spirit of a sanda classmate of mine who said of the Taiji classics
‘People read all kinds of mystical stuff into the Taiji classics, I prefer to think of them more as a
manual, like a manual for driving a car.’In this book I use the words Bagua and Baguazhang
interchangeably. I realise that without context this is not entirely correct, however it matches my
spoken usage and has not caused confusion as far as I know.About circle walkingCircle walking
is the core practice of Baguazhang. It is not the only practice, and you cannot get everything
from it as some teachers might suggest. However since it is really key to so many aspects of
Baguazhang it’s a good idea to be clear about how to practise.What makes Baguazhang
special, in relation to many preceding Asian martial arts is that it is based on natural human
locomotion. Most Asian martial arts put a lot of emphasis on fixed stances, bu, though
experienced martial artists understand that it is the transition into the stance that gives the
stance function (and the Chinese character for step and stance are the same).In Baguazhang
the emphasis is much more in the transitions than the fixed shapes.Everyone knows how to
walk, right? Well more or less, and Baguazhang goes deeply into the conscious exploration of
walking to develop valued qualities.What circle walking can do for you:Provide a centering,
calming, refreshing moving meditationImprove body awareness, posture, balance and
agilityStrengthen your legs, aspects of mobility and improve your balanceDevelop your martial
powerExplore strategic and tactical movementCreate a sense of ‘ownership’ of the space



around the bodyWhat makes circle walking so appealing once you have developed it as a skill is
the feeling of flow, the ability to remain increasingly stable in motion, to be both solid and
sensitive, of being simultaneously unstoppable and able to change fluidly.Another important
aspect of circle walking as exercise is that it combines what are often contradictory elements–
calmness and activity. For the body to maximise its natural healing abilities it needs to be calm.
Another important component of healing you is circulation of blood and lymph, and these
circulations are stimulated by the act of walking.Of course this takes practise, and it can be a
demanding practise. Circle walking requires mobility through the joints of the legs, strength,
balance and control. Fortunately it also develops these qualities.While it may be useful for many
people to do some prior work before beginning to circle walk, the approach I want offer here is
starting easy, and gradually adding in difficulty.What circle walking includesWeight transfer,
weight transfer, weight transferCircle walking is moving in a straight line (ok a curved one)Circle
walking is changing directionsCircle walking is kicking, trapping and throwingA useful l rule to
remember when you practise is that you can't do it all at once, at least to start.Practice is the
gradual layering in of different qualities and abilities. To start with pick a single quality or ability
and focus on it, until it becomes largely automatic.Practice can be more than just the
development of physical skills and qualities. You might ask how can it not be more?When you
start to circle walk, you are training mental or emotional qualities in a very real way. You are also
tracing a shape that is held in reverence by many traditions the world over, a shape that has
metaphoric as well as geometric qualities.How and whether you choose to engage with these
other meanings of circle walking is a personal choice. The emphasis in this book is as concretely
on the physical, though that does not mean that is all there is.Pay more attention to quality than
volume of practice. The quality of your practice is determined by your ability to focus on what
matters.Knowing what matters is a different challenge. It is usually the role of the teacher to help
you find the most useful focus, and there is no real replacement to a live teacher. Still I will do my
best in this book to help you determine what you need to focus on.About circle walkingCircle
walking is the core practice of Baguazhang. It is not the only practice, and you cannot get
everything from it as some teachers might suggest. However since it is really key to so many
aspects of Baguazhang it’s a good idea to be clear about how to practise.What makes
Baguazhang special, in relation to many preceding Asian martial arts is that it is based on
natural human locomotion. Most Asian martial arts put a lot of emphasis on fixed stances, bu,
though experienced martial artists understand that it is the transition into the stance that gives
the stance function (and the Chinese character for step and stance are the same). In
Baguazhang the emphasis is much more in the transitions than the fixed shapes.Everyone
knows how to walk, right? Well more or less, and Baguazhang goes deeply into the conscious
exploration of walking to develop valued qualities. What circle walking can do for you:Provide a
centering, calming, refreshing moving meditationImprove body awareness, posture, balance and
agilityStrengthen your legs, aspects of mobility and improve your balanceDevelop your martial
powerExplore strategic and tactical movementCreate a sense of ‘ownership’ of the space



around the bodyProvide a centering, calming, refreshing moving meditationImprove body
awareness, posture, balance and agilityStrengthen your legs, aspects of mobility and improve
your balanceDevelop your martial powerExplore strategic and tactical movementCreate a sense
of ‘ownership’ of the space around the bodyWhat makes circle walking so appealing once you
have developed it as a skill is the feeling of flow, the ability to remain increasingly stable in
motion, to be both solid and sensitive, of being simultaneously unstoppable and able to change
fluidly.Another important aspect of circle walking as exercise is that it combines what are often
contradictory elements–calmness and activity. For the body to maximise its natural healing
abilities it needs to be calm. Another important component of healing you is circulation of blood
and lymph, and these circulations are stimulated by the act of walking.Of course this takes
practise, and it can be a demanding practise. Circle walking requires mobility through the joints
of the legs, strength, balance and control. Fortunately it also develops these qualities.While it
may be useful for many people to do some prior work before beginning to circle walk, the
approach I want offer here is starting easy, and gradually adding in difficulty.What circle walking
includesWeight transfer, weight transfer, weight transferCircle walking is moving in a straight line
(ok a curved one)Circle walking is changing directionsCircle walking is kicking, trapping and
throwingWeight transfer, weight transfer, weight transferCircle walking is moving in a straight line
(ok a curved one)Circle walking is changing directionsCircle walking is kicking, trapping and
throwingA useful l rule to remember when you practise is that you can't do it all at once, at least
to start.Practice is the gradual layering in of different qualities and abilities. To start with pick a
single quality or ability and focus on it, until it becomes largely automatic. Practice can be more
than just the development of physical skills and qualities. You might ask how can it not be more?
When you start to circle walk, you are training mental or emotional qualities in a very real way.
You are also tracing a shape that is held in reverence by many traditions the world over, a shape
that has metaphoric as well as geometric qualities. How and whether you choose to engage with
these other meanings of circle walking is a personal choice. The emphasis in this book is as
concretely on the physical, though that does not mean that is all there is.Pay more attention to
quality than volume of practice. The quality of your practice is determined by your ability to focus
on what matters.Knowing what matters is a different challenge. It is usually the role of the
teacher to help you find the most useful focus, and there is no real replacement to a live teacher.
Still I will do my best in this book to help you determine what you need to focus on.The structure
of this bookThis book has a number of distinct sections. Many of these refer to Gao Yisheng’s
writings on Baguazhang.The first describes the general body requirements of circle walking,
from head to toe, from inside to outside.The next section illustrates the most important hand and
body positions that you can use for circle walking.The third section outlines different ways to
structure your practice. It includes a logical order of development, images and partner
exercises.Read over the book, use it as a reference, and most importantly apply it to your
practise.This book does not go into palm changes or the use of Baguazhang as a martial art. I
refer you to my other books, and my website if you want further instruction on these aspects of



Baguazhang.The structure of this bookThis book has a number of distinct sections. Many of
these refer to Gao Yisheng’s writings on Baguazhang.The first describes the general body
requirements of circle walking, from head to toe, from inside to outside. The next section
illustrates the most important hand and body positions that you can use for circle walking.The
third section outlines different ways to structure your practice. It includes a logical order of
development, images and partner exercises.Read over the book, use it as a reference, and most
importantly apply it to your practise.This book does not go into palm changes or the use of
Baguazhang as a martial art. I refer you to my other books, and my website if you want further
instruction on these aspects of Baguazhang.The challenge of Chinese martial arts
booksChinese martial arts books have certain common characteristics, that relate to their
culture and subculture of origin. Chinese culture reveres the old, Chinese martial arts culture
tends to hide what is important, and finally Chinese martial artists do not like to lose
face.Concretely this means that when a writing, a rule or idea is embedded in the culture it is
rarely questioned. In Chinese martial arts certain verses of explanation have become
embedded. The original meaning can be lost, but the parroted phrase is explained to fit the
understanding of generations that have not quite 'got it.'The speed of distortion is doubled when
you throw in western and new age attempts to fit what are essentially tips on body control into a
swirled qis (rather than whirled peas) cosmic perspective.Most often the phrases can be
understood in simple terms. Often there are redundancies. Redundancies have three main
sources. The first is this 'I'm going to repeat this because it's important and you probably won't
get it first time, or the second, or the third…'The second is 'Hey, that school uses these classic
verses, we better had too or we'll be seen as ignorant.'The third is that teachers sometimes
charge by the line. I mean that literally, many teachers in the past charged per line of song, with
accompanying technique/explanation. Not so different from charging by the form. This also goes
some way to explaining the proliferation of forms in many Chinese martial arts schools.By using
Gao Yisheng's writings as a guide for this book I have gone some way towards falling into the
'the others all talk about this I better had too' trap. I hope that I do it in a down to earth enough
way that you will not waste too much time getting lost in esoterica.Here is a standard for you to
consider next time you read a Bagua book and feel confused or insecure due to lack of
understanding. Ask yourself if the writer trying to explain, or to create and maintain a sense of
superiority?Of course there are things that you do not understand yet, however this is a physical
art and explanations can be graspable. Each graspable instruction can provide a firmness that
allows you to explore and map the emptiness around it.I have a great deal to thank my teacher
Luo Dexiu for. He sets a fine example for lucid and demonstrable explanations.The challenge of
Chinese martial arts booksChinese martial arts books have certain common characteristics, that
relate to their culture and subculture of origin. Chinese culture reveres the old, Chinese martial
arts culture tends to hide what is important, and finally Chinese martial artists do not like to lose
face.Concretely this means that when a writing, a rule or idea is embedded in the culture it is
rarely questioned. In Chinese martial arts certain verses of explanation have become



embedded. The original meaning can be lost, but the parroted phrase is explained to fit the
understanding of generations that have not quite 'got it.' The speed of distortion is doubled when
you throw in western and new age attempts to fit what are essentially tips on body control into a
swirled qis (rather than whirled peas) cosmic perspective.Most often the phrases can be
understood in simple terms. Often there are redundancies. Redundancies have three main
sources. The first is this 'I'm going to repeat this because it's important and you probably won't
get it first time, or the second, or the third…'The second is 'Hey, that school uses these classic
verses, we better had too or we'll be seen as ignorant.' The third is that teachers sometimes
charge by the line. I mean that literally, many teachers in the past charged per line of song, with
accompanying technique/explanation. Not so different from charging by the form. This also goes
some way to explaining the proliferation of forms in many Chinese martial arts schools.By using
Gao Yisheng's writings as a guide for this book I have gone some way towards falling into the
'the others all talk about this I better had too' trap. I hope that I do it in a down to earth enough
way that you will not waste too much time getting lost in esoterica. Here is a standard for you to
consider next time you read a Bagua book and feel confused or insecure due to lack of
understanding. Ask yourself if the writer trying to explain, or to create and maintain a sense of
superiority? Of course there are things that you do not understand yet, however this is a physical
art and explanations can be graspable. Each graspable instruction can provide a firmness that
allows you to explore and map the emptiness around it. I have a great deal to thank my teacher
Luo Dexiu for. He sets a fine example for lucid and demonstrable explanations.What you will not
find inthis bookSome people will buy this book looking for certain pieces of information that they
will not find. I’ll divide these ‘missing pieces’ into two categories.What you will not find inthis
bookSome people will buy this book looking for certain pieces of information that they will not
find. I’ll divide these ‘missing pieces’ into two categories.
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Steven A. Weinbaum, “A Very Useful Guide. Although there are threads of philosophical
connections of the physical and energetics aspects of baguazhang circle walking to other
aspects of our lives, the strength of this book lies in the laser-like focus and succinct
presentation of the details and principles of circle walking. The author addresses readers of all
levels of experience and proficiency and reminds us that we "can't do it all at once" and that
"practice is the gradual layering in of different qualities and abilities" which, like many other
accomplishments, accumulate only with time and the intentionality of consistent practice.I've
been practicing the internal arts for more than 20 years and circle-walking for the last 10 years. I
have and am greatly benefitting from this volume and have integrated much of the wisdom of this
guide into my daily practice. Thank you Mr. Hines!!”

Jiahao, “Great book to use as a reference to your bagua .... Great book to use as a reference to
your bagua circle walking practice. I like how it's kept simple and the principles are explained.”

Ron Foster, “Good read for a beginner. Good  read for a beginner.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book at a great price. I liked the format of the book. It is well laid
out and the content is superb. The vendor delivered the book ahead of schedule and the
condition is almost like it is brand new.  I would definitely buy from this vendor again.”

The Banished Immortal, “Concise and straightforward advice from an experienced practitioner....
This short, humble book serves as a great reference for anyone setting out to learn or improve
their practice of the art of Baguazhang.Clear, concise and straightforward, Edward Hines
succinctly demonstrates the basic principles of circle walking in a factual, readable style. His
passion for and knowledge of the subject shines through the writing.A few very minor
typographical errors take nothing away from this little goldmine of information. The illustrations
are basic line drawings, but that only makes them easier to understand.The manual is
particularly useful for its clarification of Gao Yisheng’s essential principles of posture.In
summary, this title makes for a wise investment in terms of supporting anybody taking classes in
this intriguing martial art.”

Eric G. Jeffries, “Good stuff for the complete beginner.. I've been Walking the Circle for more
than 40 years, and this is one of the best introductions to BaGua I've seen. There is not too
much complexity, but it will give you an excellent insight into the rationale of Bagua and it gently
leads you into the Single Change, the primary movement of this fine mind/body art.”

Ebook Library Reader, “simple & elegant. The book is simple to read & understand with clear
instruction for use, the author has got to be a very serious student of the subject cheers Michael”



Michael C. Rook, “down to earth and intelligent guide to a practice too often subject to
mystical .... Detailed, down to earth and intelligent guide to a practice too often subject to
mystical mumbo jumbo...”

The book by Edward Hines has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 47 people have provided feedback.

The structure of this book The challenge of Chinese martial arts books What you will not find in
this book Body use in circle walking Ways to practise Conclusion: Walking in a vacuum
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